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Wheel of monotony guide

To be able to see what grip you'll have at the wheel of Monotony right after you turn it! Are you tired of waiting hours after finishing the monotoni wheel only to finish with terrible price? I hate waiting and waiting and ending up getting bad pricing! Well, here is a solution for you, where you'll be able to see what prize you'll
have at the wheel of monotones right after turning it off, no need to wait hours! Make sure you are logged. Visit this link. Then you should see the wheel of monotony in the middle of the page with some XML codes on the right. Turn the wheels with the XML on the right side of the screen should change. In this, locate
&lt;prize&gt;Number&lt;/prize&gt; and drop down notes. The number between the price tag represents a price, the number locates the number on your screen and match it up with the items below to figure out your pricing 1. Mazzew 2. Petpet Brush 3. Food 4. Gun 5. 5,000 NP 6. Question Mark (not worth waiting!) 7.
Faerie Ability 8. Red Code 9. Codestone Noise 10. Volcano (Not worth waiting!) 11. Stone: Your Neopet will lose half of themselves. (not worth waiting!) 12. Random items or 13 avatars. Lottery ticket 14. Paintbelly 15. Animals (not worth waiting!) 16. 20,000 NP, there's a chance you can get a 99 games. You already
have played in the last 24 hours to find out how long until monotony wheel stops that are turning away here. Take the number after time left and remove the 3 at the end and that is how many seconds you have left until the Monotony stops that turning! Click here to go to wheels in Monotony during the Save the Wheels
site event in July, 2010, the Monotony wheel was saved. The wheel has been reduced from its old version and prices have been revised. In this guide, you can see the various prices available to the new wheels in Monotony. The wheel is located on the Tyranian Plateau, and the cost to turn it is 150 neopoints. Note:
Since this is a site feature that provides neopoint rewards and prices, you may not play the wheel of Monotony on your side account. For more information see Our Account Guide. Wheel Monotony Basics: Monotony's Wheels is located on the Tyranian Plateau. The cost of turning the wheels is 150 neopoints. You can
turn the wheel once every 24 hours. And of course, you can only turn the wheels on your main account. You can also get an avatar of monotony wheels. Results from Monotony wheel Has 16 different spaces you can land on when turning the wheel. Some are more common to get as a result than others. Below we made
a VISION OF ALL possible results. Wheel of Monotony Volcano Space Results Take You to the Volcano, where you will be greeted with this message. not bad! Is your prize worth the wait? Noise Codestone Gun receives a battle item. not bad! did you t worth the wait? Flame Question Mark receives the monotony avatar
wheel. not bad! Is the prize worth the wait? You found an avatar! Yay! Paint Paint Brush Paint You Receive a Paint Brush. not bad! Is your prize worth the wait? Tyrannian Paint Brush ticket lottery you receive a ticket for the Neopian lottery isn't bad! Is your prize worth the wait? You got a lottery ticket! If you win the

lottery you will be Neomailed automatically! Your active neopet rock will lose half their hitting point. Best luck next time. Back when you have plenty of time to kill. Your neopet lost half their hitting point! Tyranian Paint Brush receives a Tyranian paint brush. Got this result and know what the text is? Contact us! Bag
texts at Neopoints Received 5,000 NP. not bad! Is your prize worth the wait? 5,000 NP Food (Terry Berry) Receives a food item, including evil Blancmange and Honey Blossom. not bad! Is your prize worth the wait? Evil Blancmange Paper Receives an item, perhaps wheels of Monotony Poster or Pterattack Action
Figures. not bad! Is your prize worth the wait? Wheel of Monotony Poster Light Farie These are in reference to the ancient farie faculties. Your pet's ability level increases. not bad! Is your prize worth the wait? You got a Blessing Farie, which raised Petname's level of spark! If your pets have no ability to phalyse: nothing
happens. This pricing is almost as boring as it is watching this turn wheel. You'd have gotten a Farie blessing, but Petname has no ability! Red Codestone Symbol Receives a Red String. not bad! Is your prize worth the wait? Mag Codestone the beast when you go to collect the pricing, you will be directed straight to the
animal without a message from the wheel. Mazzew You have a Mazzew pet. not bad! Is your prize worth the wait? Mazzew Stack at Neopoint Bag receives 20,000 NP. not bad! Is your prize worth the wait? 20,000 NP Spinning in 24 hours You can only turn the wheel again 24 hours after you have last picked up your
pricing. If you try to do this before this time has passed, the Tyranian Quiggle will tell you back later. Wheel Monotony Wow, you have to be really boreman if you want to turn again. Maybe you should go watch some grass grow for a while and then come back. Skirmish BattleGround Boon events are continuous neopets:
Fighting Skirmish, will provide certain boon if your team win. One of the so-called Right Round. This chart allows you to turn every neopian wheel twice (Excitement, Extravagance, Knowledge, Mediocrity, Misfortune and Monotony) before having to wait the usual time to turn again. It's available to a win in Brute's Squad,
Those who seek, or randomly arise. Old Wheels of Monotony before Save the wheel site event, Monotony's wheels looked a little different. However, the awards are yours win was more or less the same. Below you can see how the wheel is transformed: Old Wheel of Monotony New Wheels in Monotony Neopedia For
more information about the Monotony Wheel you can check Neopedia. The Neopedia has a great article on the wheel of Monotony: Neopedia: Wheel of Monotony SunnyNeo's Related Graphics Indicator mood posted 18 February 2008 – 12:09 AM Les.I think everyone here has always wanted to know what they will get
to end their monotonous turn. Well, I'll make it possible for you 1. Go to this link =monotonythen press 'Click here spin' 2. You see a great white box on your right. Copy the entire text.3. Paste the copied text in Notepad or any other program you can paste text into.4. Look for the part that says: A
number&lt;prize&gt;random&lt;/prize&gt;There is where I wrote a RANDOM number, you should have a number from 1 to 16. Don't worry, you can now close that Window where you open the game, it won't harm it That's the only part you should worry about. Next step is that you need to find out what number this given
number comes out; MazzewPetpet BrushGourmet FoodWeapon5.000 NPQuestion MarkFaerie PancakesRedRestoneBri codeoneStoneVolcanockScroll/PosterLottery TicketPaintrushbrushBetBeast20.000 NPOk, after watching what you'll get, you can ask; how will I get my price? Heh, it's a simple question! Click here
first to see if the wheel is done, or is it constantly turning. If it is still going to turn, it will tell you ''timeleft=335414''if it is done, it will tell you ''timeleft='Fe''If it says done, you can proceed to this link and get your prize: Get your price from here--------------------------------------------------------------------------------That was my first guide
to you sir. I hope you like it or at least enjoy it.pyeteeP.S. I'VE NOTICED ANOTHER GUIDE LIKE THIS HERE @NC, BUT THIS GUIDE HAS DISAPPEARED HOW TO REDEEM YOUR PRIZE AND HOW TO KNOW WHEN YOUR WHEELS WILL STOP TURNING THINGS OFF. FASHION CAN DELETE THIS TOPIC IF
TO SEE THAT THE OTHER ONE IS BETTER, BUT I PERSONALLY THINK I HAVE MORE EXPLANATION! Edited by Peter, 19 February 2008 – 06:12 AM. Posted on February 18, 2008 – 12:13 AM Grand Guide, pisss me off all I ever found is the beast. Posted on February 18, 2008 – 12:27 AM THANKS! I've never
gotten anything really price. I've gotten everything except the PB. Now my current turn has given me prize number 6 = Question Mark Edited by Peter, 18 February 2008 – 12:28 AM. Posted on February 18, 2008 – 12:30 AM So you got the avatar? What is that number? Posted on February 18, 2008 – 12:32 AM Avatar
may be at number 6, 1, 5 and 12.And I just noticed that this guide has already been published here @ NC Posting 18 February 2008 – 12:35 AM What I can say things going on. At least your help so is it random about these numbers or do you get it for sure? Posted on February 18, 2008 – 12:40 AM random. But the
other prizes are so cr4py, which the avy is nearly 80%.. I have it on both my actions. I should have gotten some plushie or something from the number 6, but got the aviation. Same happened on other acct.. Edited by Peter, 18 February 2008 – 12:40 AM. Posted on February 18, 2008 – 03:21 AM error connected to the
script.. =(maybe I should try tomorrow....... Posted on February 18, 2008 – 04:26 AM I've gotten the same thing today so yes. I was hoping to land on the Mazzew or the paint brush or something. Posted on February 18, 2008 – 05:45 AM QUOTE (Nine @ Feb 18 2008, 04:26 AM) I've gotten the same thing today so yes. I
was hoping to land on the Mazzew or the paint brush or something. I've gotten a Mazzew once I sell it @ my store like 18 minutes Posted 18 February 2008 – 06:35 AM I can't keep the damn wheel from crashing. The best I've gotten is 20k posting 18 February 2008 – 07:48 AM lottery ticket. :\ Bah. Posted on February
18, 2008 – 07:56 AM QUOTE (Aero @ Feb 18 2008, 07:48 AM) lottery ticket. :\ Bah.bad material luck. Posted on February 18, 2008 – 10:27 AM This dose doesn't seem to be working anymore. Posted on February 19, 2008 – 06:12 AM Now everything is working. The hyperlink thing has blocked the script. Posted on
February 19, 2008 – 07:35 AM How do you calculate the remaining time of your timeleft number? Posted on February 19, 2008 – 10:49 AM Although I saw a guide something like this on a pet page and used it before I think you did a great job! QUOTE How do you calculate the remaining time from your timeleft number?
And yes the guide is missing how to calculate left time so I can add to the calculated time: QUOTE to calculate the time duration you have to remove from the last three zeros (in this case 3448) and divide the remaining number (usually four digits) by 60 and that will tell you how many minutes remain (in this case
3448/60 = 57 minutes). ~amaterasuchan posted on February 19, 2008 – 10:53 AM If the link STILL does not work for someone for some reason, please go to the PetPage Amaterasuan and look for the link there. I think it doesn't work because of what it gives you a hotlink. That is the main reason I think. Posted on
February 19, 2008 – 10:57 AM QUOTE (Sunset @ Feb 19 2008, 01:49 PM) Although I saw something like this on a pet page and used it before I think you did a great job! And yes the guide is missing how to calculate the left time so I can add to the calculated time: ~amaterasuchblast! I was about to post this... Seems
you beat me into it. Anyway, I am also getting a script error, but I can use the other guide and always get to this Monotony page... (I don't think I'll make any sense. D: Good work in general, feet. Posted on February 19, 2008 – 11:02 AM QUOTE EXPLODING! I was about to post this... you beat me into it. I guess I did....
wow that to be the first Posted on February 21, 2008 – 01:07 AM amaterasuchanSearch for the first link. Yes I copied the link from that petpage, but the text is 100% written by me.. Posted on February 29, 2008 – 07:51 AM Thanks quite useful posting on July 24, 2008 – 10:06 PM delegate =335414'thos number should
not seem that (no offense) it should be like 6462000 well.... if you take the zeros at the end and divide the number (6462 or whatever you have) by 60. that's when the wheel of the minutes will be turning. i thought i would add me 2 cents to your guide
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